Text summarization is an important activity in the analysis of a high volume text documents. Text summarization has number of applications; recently number of applications uses text summarization for the betterment of the text analysis and knowledge representation. In this paper a frequent term based text summarization algorithm is designed and implemented in java. The designed algorithm works in three steps. In the first step the document which is required to be summarized is processed by eliminating the stop word and by applying the stemmers. In the second step term-frequent data is calculated from the document and frequent terms are selected, for these selected words the semantic equivalent terms are also generated. Finally in the third step all the sentences in the document, which are containing the frequent and semantic equivalent terms, are filtered for summarization. The designed algorithm is implemented using open source technologies like java, DISCO, Porters stemmer etc. and verified over the standard text mining corpus.
INTRODUCTION
Text database contains high volume of text data. Document retrieval retrieves number of documents still beyond the capacity of human analysis, e.g. at the time of writing the query "Summarization" in Google returned more than 9,090,000 results (as on 30 th Jan 2011 from Google). Thus document retrieval is not sufficient and we need a second level of abstraction to reduce this huge amount of data: the ability of summarization. This work tries to address this issue and proposes an automatic text summarization (TS) technique. Roughly summarization is the process of reducing a large volume of information to a summary or abstract preserving only the most essential items.
Text Mining
The problem of Knowledge Discovery from Text (KDT) is to extract explicit and implicit concepts and semantic relations between concepts using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Its aim is to get insights into large quantities of text data. KDT, while deeply rooted in NLP, draws on methods from statistics, machine learning, reasoning, information extraction, knowledge management, and others for its discovery process. KDT plays an increasingly significant role in emerging applications, such as Text Understanding. Text mining is similar to data mining, except that data mining tools are designed to handle structured data from databases, but text mining can work with unstructured or semi-structured data sets such as emails, full-text documents and HTML files etc. As a result, text mining is a much better solution for companies. To date, however, most research and development efforts have centered on data mining efforts using structured data. Several text mining applications are search engine, text categorization, summarization, and topic detection.
Text Summarization
Text summarization or rather automatic text summarization corresponds to the process in which a computer creates a shorter version of the original text (or a collection of texts) still preserving most of the information present in the original text. This process can be seen as compression and it necessarily suffers from information loss. Thus a TS system must identify important parts and preserve them. What is important can depend upon the user needs or the purpose of the summary.
Application of Text Summarization
Some of the applications are listed here; the reader is referred to for a detailed discussion.
Text Summarization can be used to save time.
Text Summarization can speed up other information retrieval and text mining processes. Text Summarization can also be useful for text display on hand-held devices, such as PDA. For instance a summarized version of an email can be sent to a hand-held device instead of a full email.
Classification of Text Summarization Techniques
Text Summarization is condensing the source text into a shorter version preserving its information content and overall meaning. The text summarization techniques can be classified by using the way by which the summarization is going to be performed over the text data. Following are the two broad level classifications of text summarization techniques. 
Semantic Similarity
Semantic similarity is a concept whereby a set of documents or terms within term lists are assigned a metric based on the likeness of their meaning / semantic content. Various semantic similarity techniques are available which can be used for measuring the semantic similarity between text documents.
Some of the Semantic similarity methods are studied and summarized in the work done by Nagwani and Singh [11] , here is the summary of a few methods. Semantic similarity methods are classified into four main categories.
Edge Counting Methods -Measure the similarity between two terms (concepts) as a function of the length of the path linking the terms and on the position of the terms in the taxonomy. Information Content Methods -Measure the difference in information content of the two terms as a function of their probability of occurrence in a corpus. Feature based Methods -Measure the similarity between two terms as a function of their properties (e.g., their definitions) or based on their relationships to other similar terms in the taxonomy Hybrid methods -Combine the above three mentioned methods for calculating the semantic similarity.
In this work semantic similarity of frequent terms are also used to preserve the meaning of original text document in the summarized document. This paper is organized in five sections. Section two is about the relevant work done in the field. Section three is consisting of proposed methodology and section four discusses about the implementation and experiment carried over the proposed technique. Section five is the conclusion of the work done.
RELATED AND PREVIOUS WORK DONE
This section is consisting of brief study of text summarization and related work done so far. A text summarization evaluation technique named AutoSummENG (AUTOmatic SUMMarization Evaluation using N-gram Graphs) is proposed by Giannakopoulos et al [3] ; various methods for evaluation are also discussed for the proposed technique. A language-and domain-independent statistical-based method for singledocument extractive summarization is proposed by Ledeneva et al [20] , to produce a text summary by extracting some sentences from the given text. The main problem for generating an extractive automatic text summary is to detect the most relevant information in the source document. An extractive text summarization algorithm is proposed by Amulfo et al [13] , which use n-grams and maximal frequent word sequences as features in a vector space model.
A machine learning ranking algorithm is proposed by Amini et al [9] for single document summarization. The use of machine learning techniques for summarization allows one to adapt summaries to the user needs and to the corpus characteristics. A set of features is first used to produce a vector of scores for each sentence in a given document and a classifier is trained in order to make a global combination of these scores. The ranking algorithm also combines the scores of different features but its criterion tends to reduce the relative disordering of sentences within a document.
A Two-step Sentence Extraction summarization system is designed and introduced by Jung et al [19] . The proposed system combines statistical methods and reduces noise data through two steps efficiently. Various text summarization extractive techniques has been presented and studied by Gupta and Lehal [17] . An algorithm for language independent generic extractive summarization for single document is proposed by Patel et al [1] . The algorithm is based on structural and statistical parameters. The proposed algorithm was performed over a single-document summarization for English, Hindi, Gujarati and Urdu documents.
A text summarization technique is proposed by Hashemi [12] . The proposed model consists of four stages. The preprocess stages convert the unstructured text into structured. In first stage, the system removes the stop words, pars the text and assigning the POS (tag) for each word in the text and store the result in a table. The second stage is to extract the important key-phrases in the text by implementing a new algorithm through ranking the candidate words. The system uses the extracted keywords/keyphrases to select the important sentence. Each sentence ranked depending on many features such as the existence of the keywords/key-phrase in it, the relation between the sentence and the title by using a similarity measurement and other many features. The Third stage of the proposed system is to extract the sentences with the highest rank. The Forth stage is the filtering stage, where the relevant sentences are filtered.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND ALGORITHM
The overall proposed algorithm is represented in fig. 1 , where all the steps are depicted in sequential manners. The system is divided into three major parts, an input text document, a summarizer algorithm and a summarized text document as output. The summarizer algorithm is further divided into the three parts -the text pre-processing module, frequent terms generation module along with the semantically similar terms and sentence filtering module for summarization. 
IMPLEMENTATION & EXPERIMENT
This section discusses about the implementation and experiments done for the proposed summarization technique. In section 4.1 data (text corpus) used for the technique is mentioned, section 4.2 discusses about the evaluation parameters of the summarization and section 4.3 discusses about the results observed and analysis of the result.
Data
Project TIPSTER SUMMAC provides a corpus of 183 documents from the Computation and Language collection has been marked up in xml and made available as a general resource to the information retrieval, extraction, and summarization communities. The documents are scientific papers which appeared in Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) sponsored conferences. The markup is based on automatic conversion from latex to xml, and as a result is fairly minimal. The markup includes tags covering core information such as title, author, date, etc., as well as basic structure such as abstract, body, sections, lists, etc. Figures, tables, equations, crossreferences and references were all replaced with placeholder tags. The corpus was prepared by The MITRE Corporation and the University of Edinburgh.
Result Evaluation Parameters
There are two properties of the summary that must be measured while evaluating summaries and summarization systems -the Compression Ratio, i.e. how much shorter the summary is than the original, and the Retention Ratio, i.e. how much of the central information is retained. Retention Ratio is also sometimes referred to as Omission Ratio. The compression ratio and retention ratio can be calculated using equation A and B. 
Experiments and Result Evaluation
The implementation is done using three popular open source programming API's: DISCO API -The open source java based API (Application Programming Interface) called DISCO (extracting DIstributionally related words using CO-occurrences) [2] is used for measuring the semantic similarity of frequent terms. The British National Corpus (BNC) dictionary is used for this purpose in DISCO java API. The size of the dictionary is around 1.6 GB. Weka -Weka [18] provides the java API for data mining operations. It was designed by WaikatoUniversity. Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. Java -Java [6] is used the programming language for the implementation work for the proposed algorithm. Java is a general-purpose, concurrent, class-based, object-oriented language that is specifically designed to have as few implementation dependencies as possible. It is intended to let application developers "write once, run anywhere". Table-1 shows the average compression ratio and average retention ratio for different number of frequent terms chosen. The relationship between the frequent terms and compression ration can be represented using the graph shown in fig. 2 and the relationship between the compression ratio and retention ratio is shown with the help of graph shown in fig. 3 . It is observed from fig. 2 that compression ratio increases as the number of frequent terms increases for sentence filtration. This is because the length of summary document increases if number of frequent terms for filtration increases. In the similar manners as compression ratio increase due to change in summary document length increase, it also increases the retention ratio of the summarized document. At initial levels change in compression ratio slightly increases the retention ratio but at the later phases retention ratio grows mostly in a linear form with the compression ratio.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper a single document frequent terms based text summarization algorithm is introduced. Semantic similarity is also used in the algorithm. The proposed algorithm is implemented using open source technologies and is verified over the standard text mining corpus. The discovered results are interesting and meaning of the summarized document is also preserved. The future direction for the proposed work is to apply the similar concept in multi text document summarization.
